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Abstract. Access to secret data should be managed to allow authorized people only. An
authenticated encryption scheme can be used to protect valuable information or secret
data for data confidentiality, authentication, non-repudiation and integrity. In this pa-
per, the authors propose a new supervising authenticated encryption scheme for multilevel
security which deals with the monitor and access control problems found in hierarchical
organization, for protecting valuable authenticated encryption messages from being dis-
closed by malicious adversary. The proposed scheme provides two effective access control
mechanisms, one is the partial access control and the other is the complete access control,
which allows management superiors to monitor or access authenticated encryption mes-
sages received by inferiors within a hierarchical organization. Considering user privacy,
the partial access control mechanism allows only a superior to access the “intended” au-
thenticated encrypted information. In case of some special scenario (e.g., the monitored
inferior is dead or dismissed), the complete access control mechanism allows the superior
to access “all” authenticated encrypted messages received by the monitored inferior.
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1. Introduction. A cryptographic scheme for enforcing multilevel security systems, whe-
re the hierarchy is represented by a partially ordered set, was introduced by Akl and Taylor
[1]. Many cryptography techniques could be used to solve hierarchical access control prob-
lems, which mainly include access control [1-6], key escrow [7-9], and key recovery/key
backup [10-12]. Although established methods could achieve the goal of multilevel secu-
rity [13-17], these methods allow superiors access with the user’s private key, or it requires
additional operating costs to guarantee superiors only access to all user’s specific infor-
mation. Considering the balance between the user’s privacy and superior’s access rights,
the system must be able to restrict each superior access to information, and prevent them
from exceeding their level of authority access to information. However, under certain sit-
uations, some superiors must be authorized to access all user’s information, for example,
a user leaves the job.

An authenticated encryption scheme integrates encryption, decryption and digital sig-
nature techniques, and can be regarded as a combination of a data encryption scheme
and a digital signature scheme for achieving privacy, integrity, and authentication [18-26].
However, the digital signature must be verified by a specified recipient, while the message
remains completely confidential.
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